
Espoo, May 14, 2022

Dear Colleagues at the Slovenian Association of Occupational Therapists,

I would like to thank the ZDTS for the invitation to attend the 10th Occupational Therapy Congress
in Slovenia. It was a pleasure to meet so many Slovenian colleagues and experience the
well-organised professional congress.

During the opening session I was very pleased to follow the multiprofessional panel as well as
Katarina Galof presenting her doctoral thesis (both kindly whisper-translated to me by Lea Suč).
Collaboration with other allied health care professions is very important as it provides many
opportunities for providing better services to our clients through interdisciplinary interventions and
collaboration.

I was impressed by the high level of the scientific program  and the wide range of presentations
and posters from different areas of practice. The quality of the presentations was high -
unfortunately my language skills did not allow me to follow the oral sessions, but the English
abstracts in the Congress journal made me confident that the profession is going in the right
direction and is developed continuously. Perhaps I will get a new opportunity to join you again in
some years and will then witness the growing opportunities for Occupational Therapy in the social
sector as well.

Also, it was very good to hear so many Slovenian Occupational Therapists already have, or are on
the way of getting their Master degree in Occupational Therapy. The number of PhD degrees is
also impressive among a professional body this size.

I enjoyed the discussions with colleagues and was happy to hear many colleagues sharing their
field practice or work experience in other countries in Europe. International networking seems to be
natural to Slovenian Occupational Therapists and I look forward to meeting many of you at other
international conferences in the near future.

For COTEC it is important to know our Member Associations. I thank you once again for the
opportunity to learn more about our profession in your country and to make new connections.

Best regards,

Anu Söderström
COTEC President
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